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Monthly Words
Dinner Food

Basic Words
Fruit

pears apples grapes

melons

plums orangespeaches

pineapplewatermelon
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Monthly Words
Dinner Food

Basic Words
Fruit

pizza hamburger spaghetti

curry

macaroni  
& cheese

meat piesteak

tacosfried chicken
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Dolphin

Write it 

I am eating apples.

She's is eating tacos.

We are eating hamburgers.

He is eating fried chicken.

They are eating meat pies.

Sue is eating pineapple.

Say it Week 1a
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Dolphin

Write it Say it 

I'm eating apples.

He's eating fried chicken.

She's eating tacos.

They're eating meat pies.

We're eating hamburgers.

Sue is eating pineapple.

What are you eating?

What is he eating?

What is she eating?

What are they eating?

What are we eating?

What is Sue eating?

Week 1b
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Dolphin

Write and Match
Tacos are tasty.

Peaches are sweet.

He's eating mac and cheese.

I eat melons.

Gourds are bitter.

Natto is yucky.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Week 2a Say it
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Dolphin

Write and Match Say it Week 2b

Do you like 
grapes?

Yes, 
I do.

Does she like 
hamburgers?

Yes, 
she does.

Does he like 
peaches?

No, he  
doesn’t.

Do they like 
pizza?

Yes, 
they do.

Do we like 
spaghetti?

Yes, 
we do.

Do you like
tacos?

Yes, 
I do.
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Dolphin

Word Search

pears

apples

grapes

peaches

plums

oranges 

melons

pineapple

taco

Week 3a Say it 
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Dolphin

Word Search Say it 

It is __________
It has noodles from Italy.

It is __________
It is something you buy at McDonalds.

It is __________

It is something you eat on Christmas.

It is __________

It is a fruit you put on pizza.

It is __________

It is a food from Mexico.

It is __________

It is long and yellow.

Week 3b
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Dolphin

SpellingWeek 4a

Write it and Say it 

tast_ bit_er sw_et

yuck_ che_ spaghett_

water_elon fried chicke_
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Dolphin

Spelling Write it and Say it 

Tacos are tasty.

Gourd is bitter.

Peaches are sweet.

Watermelon is sweet.

My favorite dinner is _______.

My favorite fruit is _______.

What are tasty?

What is bitter?

What is sweet?

What is sweet?

What is your favorite dinner?

What is your favorite fruit?

Week 4b
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Dolphin

Phonics

e sound with y

sight words

tasty

bite

pretty

chew 

curry

swallow

Conversation
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Dolphin

Phonics Conversation

What do you like to 
eat for dinner?

I like to eat tacos.

I like to eat pizza. 
What do you like to 
eat for dinner?



Sunnyside

English School

answer: 21

How many tacos can you 
find in the book?


